
Dress Code

1. Hygeine
Shower or bathe before each shift, Always wear CLEAN wrinkle free clothes. 
Clothing must be free from loose debris, lints, stains, and fading. Nails should 
remain clean, no dirt under nails, and groomed. Longer hair must be pulled 
back so that it does not fall into food. Kitchen must wear hair nets. Teeth 
should be brushed and mouth should be free from foul odors. No heavy 
perfumes. 

TBH is a casual dine in restaraunt. All staff must adhere to proper dress code and personal hygeine 
practices to work at TBH. The appearance of the staff contributes significantly to the guest 

impression of the Restaurant. The guest must be able to easily identify a server from regular 
patrons. Maintaining cleanliness and a presentable personal appearance is a fundamental skill 

required for this work place an most workplaces. Piercings, Tattoos, and hair styles are all 
welcomed. 

2. Shirts Any Brew House issued shirt. Any black plain 
T-shirt. Any black plain long sleeve shirt.  
Plain black button up shirt.  Hoodies may only 
be permitted with TBH logo’s on them. Plai 
black Tank Tops may be permitted during 
summer provided that arm Pitts are groomed 
and the tank does not reveal private parts.

3. Pants Any solid colored pants and can be denim, khaki 
in texture. Minimal rips in Denim is permitted as 
long as the rips are from the manufacturer, are 
minimal, and do not expose private parts. Shorts 
are permitted in summer and sould be a 
respectable length. Kitchen staff are permitted to 
wear clothe pants, stretch pants, leggings. Shorts 
are not recommended due to the potential 
hazard for burns but are permitted in summer 
months .4. Shoes Tennis shoes or other slip resistant shoes. No heals, open toes, saddles, flip 

flops, no crocks, or slip ones. Kitchen personnel must only wear kitchen 
grade slip resistant shoes. If shoes have laces, make sure they are secured 
or double knotted to prevent unlacing during work. 

4. Accessories FOOD HANDLERS  must wear minimal jewelry per health code. 
Rings may only be a solid band (wedding band). Sleek banded 
seamless watch band (Fitbit). Apron, hair restraint, arm protection 
(optional) 
FOH are permitted to wear jewelry but must keep safety in mind. 
Excessive, loose dangly jewelry could be a safety hazard or could 
lead to a health code violation if it comes into contact with food. 
Servers must always wear server apron, ink pen, and notebook.  
BANDANNA (black) is part of uniform and may be worn as hair 
band, bun  pony tale tie, wrist band, ascot, or hanging from back 
pocket. Red or Blue not permitted. 


